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HIGH FREQUENCY SKIN THERAPY MACHINE

WHATS IN THE BOX – 1 NuDerma Professional High
Frequency Handle, Neon powered mushroom wand, Neon
powered Y-shape wand, Neon powered comb wand with

Tungsten, Argon powered tongue wand, Argon powered bent
wand, Argon powered rod wand with Tungsten, quick-start
treatment guides, instruction and support contact manual.
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ORGANIC ACEMANNAN
BEAUTY SUPER CAPSULE

Formulated with  the bioactive polysaccharide
ACEMANNAN to promote healthier skin, hair and nails, a

supple skin, and improves wound healing along with
vitamins A, C, and E, which are antioxidants.  It also

contains vitamin B12, folic acid, and choline.  This Super
Capsule helps increase  absorption of other supplements,

vitamins, and minerals in your diet along with
strengthening and supporting your immune system.

https://jul ietvera.com/?ref=CvMDP6K1mW-NF

$69.95 $24.95
https://amzn.to/32uU219

https://amzn.to/32uU219
https://julietvera.com/?ref=CvMDP6K1mW-NF
https://julietvera.com/?ref=CvMDP6K1mW-NF
https://amzn.to/32uU219
https://cleanlyconsumed.com/


EYE COLOR PALETTE

Beautycounter’s eyeshadow formula is
specially designed for rich color payoff
and long-wearing performance, without
the questionable ingredients. It’s triple-
milled to a precise, silky-smooth
consistency and formulated with
Butterpowder – an ingredient that
boosts pigment and long-wear – so it
lays down evenly and blends
seamlessly. Includes removable mirror.

VITAMIN C SERUM

A unique blend of two ultra-stable
forms of vitamin C delivers a
supercharged.

10% potencyOur quick-absorbing
formula allows for easy layering
and an instant boost of radiance.

Leaves skin glowing and promotes
an even skin tone.

Beauty Counter
FAVS

$50

http://beautycounter .com/kel l iecutsinger

$79

VOLUMIZING MASCARA

Made with natural fibers, this
advanced formula increases volume
by 385%* to create fuller, more
dramatic-looking lashes. The
hourglass brush curls, separates, and
plumps for high-drama glam–without
clumping, flaking or smudging.
Cleaner, plant-derived ingredients,
like carnauba wax and rice bran wax,
replace harmful emollients, while
bataua oil helps soften lashes. Color:
Black.
$29
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COUNTERSTART COCOCREAM
CLEANSER

This gentle daily cleanser removes
makeup and impurities without
stripping away moisture. The formula,
made with a blend of coconut oil and
aloe vera, leaves skin feeling nourished
and soothed and is perfect for sensitive
skin.
Coconut Oil: Gently breaks down
impurities while hydrating skin.Aloe
Vera: Nourishes and soothes
skin.Tocopherol (Vitamin E): An
antioxidant that protects skin from
environmental aggressors.

COUNTERSTART COCOBOOST
MOISTURIZER

A unique blend of two ultra-stable
forms of vitamin C delivers a
supercharged.

10% potencyOur quick-absorbing
formula allows for easy layering
and an instant boost of radiance.

Leaves skin glowing and promotes
an even skin tone.

Beauty Counter

http://beautycounter .com/kel l iecutsinger

$29

ONE STEP MAKE-UP WIPES

Remove makeup and cleanse your skin
in one step. Using a naturally derived
micellar formula, each super soft wipe
traps makeup, dirt, and impurities, then
gently whisks it away with no need to
rinse. Aloe Vera delivers hydration,
while cornflower water soothes
delicate skin. Gentle enough to use on
face and eyes every day. Oil-free. No
added fragrance.

$20
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$20

http://beautycounter.com/kelliecutsinger
http://beautycounter.com/kelliecutsinger
http://beautycounter.com/kelliecutsinger
http://beautycounter.com/kelliecutsinger
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INCLUDES SIX SAFER, HIGH-PERFORMING PRODUCTS

FLAWLESS IN FIVE

Twin Creamy Concealer

Color Define Brow Pencil or Brilliant Brow Gel

Lengthening or Volumizing Mascara

Satin Powder Blush

Beyond Gloss

Skin Twin Featherweight Foundation or Dew Skin Tinted Moisturizer Skin

5 Minutes

$150
BEST GIFT

http://beautycounter .com/kel l iecutsinger
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WET HAIR BRUSH

Unlike Ordinary Hair Brushes, Our Brilliantly Crafted
Detangler Does Not Rip Or Pull Out The Knotted Hair. It
Glides Through The Hair To Gently Untangle Even The
Toughest Tangles With Ease.

45% Less Breakage, 56% Less Effort, 100% Happier Hair.
The Ultra-soft Intelliflex Bristles Glide Through Tangles,
Knots, Minimizes Pain, Split Ends And Breakage.

$8.94

https://amzn.to/3kl Izaw
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HAIR CARE
FAVS

https://cleanlyconsumed.com/


DRYBAR BUTTERCUP
HAIRDRYER
Ionic Technology: Negative ion generator blows billions of negative ions into
hair to reduce frizz and add shine while drying.

The ultimate blow drying-tool. Drybar's Buttercup Blow-Dryer has an ultra-
powerful 1875 watt motor and Ionic Technology provide a shiny blowout
with less frizz in 20% less time than most professional dryers!

https://www.thedrybar.com/buttercup-blow-dryer
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$199

https://www.thedrybar.com/buttercup-blow-dryer
https://cleanlyconsumed.com/


DYSON HAIR DRYER

Dyson Airwrap Complete Styler is engineered for multiple hair types and styles. 
Featuring Coanda air styling and propelled by the Dyson digital motor, users can curl, wave, smooth and
dry with no extreme heat.
Styles and dries simultaneously - engineered to style damp hair by combining powerful airflow with
controlled heat, to dry your hair as it styles
Harnesses the Coanda effect to wrap hair around the barrel for voluminous curls and waves using only air,
no clamping mechanisms or gloves
Smoothing brushes mimic a stylists’ blow-dry by attracting hair to their surface and propelling air along
the stands

https://amzn.to/3lt3R7v
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$499 +

https://cleanlyconsumed.com/


https://amzn.to/36zV0uv

For us, sustainability has always been a question of responsibility towards ourselves, our customers, our
partners, the environment and future generations.

Love Shampoo: Shampoo for frizzy or unruly hair for a smooth look. Formula characterized by a soft and
creamy foam designed to gently cleanse frizzy hair, making it smooth.

Nou Nou Conditioner:  Ideal for bleached, permed or relaxed hair. Its formula is designed to nourish
treated hair, it also makes it soft and silky, giving it body. It does not weigh down the hair.

Miracle Conditioner: Balm suitable for unstructured and fragile hair. It deeply moisturizes the hair, making
it soft, bright, easy to comb and reinforcing the structure.

DAVINES HAIR CARE
PRODUCTS
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$20 - +

AT A DAVINES APPROVED SALON OR AVAILABLE ON AMAZON

VIA DAVINES WEBSITE OR

https://us.davines.com/


SKYLAR CLEAN FRAGRANCES

A fragrance that does not contain allergens and harmful chemicals
that smell fresh and sophisticated.  
Skylar has a growing collection of perfumes that gives many an
answer for a clean allergy friendly perfume.

The Sample Palette is the perfect way to gift ALL 9 scents before
deciding on a full-size bottle. Discover your signature scent, or layer
multiple scents to match your mood.  Gift card for a full size bottle of
their choice!

$78$120

$78
https://skylar .com/

FRAGRANCE
FAVS
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Our nail lacquers are vegan, cruelty free & 12 Free: Formulated
without Touline, Formaldehyde, Dibutyl Phthalate (DBP),
Formaldehyde Resin, Camphor, Ethyl Tosylamide, Xylene,
MEHQ/HQ, MIT, Parabens, Animal Derived Ingredients or
Gluten.

https://amzn.to/2GJB67c

SPA RITUAL VEGAN 
12 FREE NAIL LACQUERS $13

In 36 Colors!

NAILCOLOR
FAVS
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ORGANIC BAMBOO SHEETS &
ORGANIC COTTON TOWELS

Organic Turkish cotton spun into fine yarns and loomed into long, single
loops that make the most of the fiber’s extraordinary length. The result is
a lofty towel with a soft and fluffy pile that feels plush yet lightweight,
with long loops that absorb water beautifully. These organic bath towels
are 685 grams per square meter but feel even thicker due to the extra
long loops that give them a warm welcoming style.

SOFTEST SHEETS - 100% BAMBOO SHEETS

$28$148

https://www.theult imategreenstore.com/

TOWELS & LINENS
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ABOUT US

@ C L E A N L Y C O N S U M E D . C O M  &  K E L L I E C U T S I N G E R C O A C H I N G . C O M

hello1
We are all about clean products that you will love!  

With all the choices out there, it is hard to know what to buy.  The products
we are showcasing are the winners.  They are manufactured by companies
that believe in sustainable, organic, clean products.

Cleanly Consumed is on a mission to educate consumers on healthier
choices in all areas.  One of the most fun is beauty!

Enjoy and have a blessed holiday season!

https://cleanlyconsumed.com/


HOW TO ORDERget the goods

FIND YOUR PERFECT PRODUCT1

2

3

4

ORDER VIA LINK

CONTACT US FOR PERSONALIZED 

LIVE ORDERING

832-786-1129

you're going to
love it!
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